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The following questions have been received:
1.

How thick are the 12 concrete sills at level 3 to be? What do they require for
reinforcement and how are they to be connected to the existing structure?
Answer: The 12 concrete sills at level 3 shall be 4 inches thick and shall be reinforced
with four #4 epoxy coated rebar evenly distributed. Reinforcing shall be kept back 2”
from exposed sides. Sills shall either be pre-cast and mortared in place at all adjoining
surfaces or shall be cast-in-place.
Mortar mix design shall be:
1 part type l/ll Portland cement
1 part masons sand
Mix water – 1 part Silpro C-21 latex and 1 part water

2.

Will any drawings or details be provided for this project?
Answer: No, other than what has already been provided.

3.

What is the minimum thickness and the slope for the cement washes? What size and type
of hot dipped galvanized masonry wall reinforcing is to be used in the cement washes and
at what spacing should they be placed?
Answer: The thickness and slope of the new cement washes are to match the existing
cement washes with a minimum thickness of 1-inch. The washes on level 2 at the north
and east openings shall have a thickness of 4-inches as specified under Item 2 of the
Technical Specifications, Page 49. Standard (not heavy duty) Dur-O-Wall Ladur Type
reinforcing or approved equal shall be used for the reinforcing of the cement washes
(specification sheet attached).
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4.

The technical specifications state that the concrete shall meet MHD Standard
Specifications as specified in Section M4.02.00 of the “Standard Specifications for
Highways and Bridges”. This requirement will eliminate our ability to use precast
because precast coping manufacturers typically don’t go through the lengthy process of
getting approved by MHD since they do not work in the highway market. Given that this
project is neither a highway or bridge, can this requirement for the concrete be removed?
Answer: Under Quality and Proportioning of Concrete, Page 51 of the Technical
Specifications, Remove the second sentence of the first paragraph to eliminate this
requirement. All other requirements under Concrete Work of the Technical
Specifications shall be met.
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